
 

Reflective Narrative SLO 5: Professionalism  

SLO V. Critical Thinking 

Students will apply critical thinking and scientific methods of thinking 

 (including logical and empirical reasoning) to issues regarding children’s well-being. 

 Critical thinking is all about what we learned in our studies.  It allows us to scientifically 
research tools and methods to use at our place of employment as well as information to use to back up 
our thoughts and finding that is credible and reliable.  Critical thinking allows us to find a way to take 
a step further.  We can pull information from concepts that we have learned and apply them to useful 
situations and ideally to a professional setting.  With regards to children it means we can use theories 
that we learned and look for empirical research that will help us promote a child’s wellbeing.  It also 
applies to the fact that new information about children’s development is being published every day, 
and critical thinking allows us to think about the logic behind the findings and not automatically 
accept everything published. 

 Most of our critical thinking skills and abilities are with regards to questioning information we 
have found.  We need to be able to know where the documentation is coming from, if it is valid, 
credible and reliable.  Another skill and ability includes being able to pick up on bias as well as our 
own bias.  Being able to know that we have multiple perspectives that can distort information (sort of 
like a filter or a cloud) is a good critical thinking skill and ability.  Research, using it, and being able to 
create it is an important skill needed in critical thinking.  It deals with being able to utilize data that is 
scientific based as well as being able to pose a hypothesis and create a method of exploration to seek a 
solution.  Lastly critical thinking should also be able to generalize.  This means being able to apply data 
and findings in a way that you can think how it relates to other people or the broad public in general. 

 There are five experiences that I have had that facilitated my growth and understanding in this 
objective.  I took a library research class, a research methods class for both child development and 
psychology, I had an inquiry to work out in a child development class and a job I held in a research 
company.  In the library research class I learned how to look for empirical articles and how to 
determine if they are a credible source of information.  I also learned how to search for something 
using different key words.  The research methods class taught me about validity, bias, construct, and so 
much more that is all part of critical thinking.  The inquiry allowed me to hypothesis, and construct a 
research with data collection.  Finally the job I had, before all of the knowledge of critical thinking, 
introduced me to data collection.  I also learned to remove my own bias of picking out a person that fit 



a criteria for a research study.  Even though I thought the person might or might not qualify for the 
study I still had to ask questions that determined if a participant was eligible to participate in the study. 

 One of the things that I most struggled with is the calculations and how to articulate it to 
someone else.  When we get the alpha, how that relates to a person in the study or to the study in 
particular.  That along with the calculations is my struggle and to mediate it I have to always have the 
handout that I got in my research methods class ready to use. 

 The best that I have achieved in this area is that I have learned to evaluate information to see if 
it is good valuable information I can rely on.  I have learned to be critical, basically, of the information 
that is presented to me.  It is good to have some doubt and get second opinions when you feel that the 
information presented to you is not accurate or does not have strong credible data to back up its 
reasons.  As a member of child development profession, I can offer unbiased critically thought out 
empirical based methods to back up what I do.  It means that I can utilize my knowledge to thin k of a 
quick decision based off of previous knowledge of information I have learned about that is credible 
and reliable.   

The child observations I did back in 2012 for the child development observation class 
demonstrates my growth in critical thinking.  It shows that I took observations of a child’s 
development.  Then I thought about what that child was doing and where developmentally that child 
was.  There was a lot of work put into that assignment that now I would have gone about a different 
way.  In comparison, the research proposal for the research methods class, shows critical thinking in 
an empirical way.  It shows a hypothesis, a method, and an analysis of the work that I found.  It shows 
critical thinking within critical thinking.  Both documents show critical thinking but when looking at 
them both I can definitely see a growth in my understanding of critical thinking and the Student 
Learning Objective.  


